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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to methods for op-
tical imaging using a low coherence light beam reflected
from a sample surface and compared to a reference light
beam, wherein real time dynamic optical feedback is
used to detect the surface position of a tissue sample
with respect to a reference point and the necessary delay
scan range. The present also relates to an imaging probe
apparatus for implementing the method. The invention
is defined by the appended claims.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Optical coherence tomography is an imaging
technique that measures the interference between a ref-
erence beam of light and a detected beam of light that
has impinged on a target tissue area and been reflected
by scatterers within tissue back to a detector. In OCT
imaging of blood vessels an imaging probe is inserted
into a blood vessel and a 360 degree circular scan is
taken of the vessel wall in series of segments of a pre-
determined arc to produce a single cross sectional im-
age. The probe tip is rotated axially to create a circular
scan of a tissue section and also longitudinally to scan a
blood vessel segment length, thus providing two-dimen-
sional mapped information of tissue structure. The axial
position of the probe within the lumen remains constant
with respect to the axial center of the lumen. However,
the surface of the wall may vary in topography or geom-
etry, resulting in the variance of the distance between
the probe tip and the surface. Since conventional OCT
imaging uses a fixed waveform to create the incident light
beam in a schematically rectangular "window" of a certain
height, the variation in surface height of the wall may
result in the failure to gather tissue data in certain regions
of the blood vessel wall. It would desirable to have a
feedback mechanism that would cause the modification
of the waveform to shift the window based on where the
probe is and what it sees.
[0003] In traditional OCT systems, the length of the
scanning line and its initial position have always been
constant and fixed. One way to overcome this problem
is to make the window larger. The problem with this is
that the signal to noise ratio and accompanying sensitivity
decrease because one is collecting information over a
larger area in the same amount of time.
[0004] Document WO 00/43730 A1 relates to an im-
aging system, wherein an optical signal is transmitted to
both a sample to be measured and a rotating element
which is calibrated to the system. A return signal is de-
tected by the system, and a scan analyzer and correction
unit uses the system calibration information along with
synchronization information to correct for return signal
degradation or errors due to imperfections in the rotating
element in real time.

[0005] Document US 5,975,697 A relates to an optical
mapping apparatus with adjustable depth resolution. The
optical mapping apparatus can display transversal imag-
es in the eye. The apparatus can deliver two or more
images with different depth resolutions, or a combination
of these images, or only one image with adjustable depth
resolution.
[0006] Document US 5,491,524 A relates to an optical
coherence tomography ("OCT") corneal mapping appa-
ratus. The system includes an OCT apparatus having a
rotating helical mirror for altering a reference beam path
in the OCT apparatus. The system further includes a
raster scanner for raster scanning sampling optical out-
put from the OCT apparatus. The system further includes
a curved mirror for transferring the sampling optical out-
put from the raster scanner to an eye and for transferring
sampling optical output reflected from the eye back to
the OCT apparatus through the raster scanner.
[0007] Document WO 98/38907 A1 relates to an OCT
system which is configured for focus positioning and fo-
cus varying. A telescope configuration is used with a col-
limated beam between two lenses. The separation be-
tween the two lenses can be varied without affecting the
beam characteristics.
[0008] It would be desirable to use the identification of
the tissue surface to adjust the starting position of the
scan to a different spot. The identification of the surface
could also be used to adjust the focal location in the sam-
ple arm. It would additionally be desirable if the identifi-
cation of the attenuation of light within the tissue were
used to adjust the scan range. The attenuation identifi-
cation could also be used to determine an optimal depth
of focus or confocal parameter.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention provides methods for op-
tical imaging using a low coherence light beam reflected
from a sample surface and compared to a reference light
beam, wherein real time dynamic optical feedback is
used to detect the surface position of a tissue sample
with respect to a reference point and the necessary delay
scan range. The present also relates to an imaging probe
apparatus for implementing the method. The probe ini-
tially scans along one line until it finds the tissue surface,
identifiable as a sharp transition from no signal to a
stronger signal. The next time the probe scans the next
line it adjusts the waveform depending on the previous
scan.
[0010] The present invention provides a time delay
scanning unit as described herein. The present invention
also provides a focus adjusting mechanism for an optical
scanning system. The present invention also provides a
method of time delay scanning to more accurately deter-
mine probe to tissue surface distance variations due to
surface topography and probe length/design.
[0011] The present invention provides a rocking mirror,
as one of several novel mechanisms, to create the delay
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line. A rocking mirror can be moved much faster and more
accurately to retain synchronicity with the computer and
the scanning probe. The present invention provides an
algorithm to determine position to determine the changes
to the galvanometric DC offset angle to conform to tissue
distance from the probe tip. In addition, the present in-
vention provides dynamic active feedback to alter the
galvanometric AC angle to adjust the coherence gate
scan depth to contain only useful image information. Fi-
nally, the present invention also is capable of using dy-
namic active feedback to adjust the focusing properties
of the catheter (focal length, spot size, and confocal pa-
rameter).
[0012] These and other objects, features, and advan-
tages of the present invention are discussed or apparent
in the following detailed description of the invention, in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings and the ap-
pended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The various features and advantages of the in-
vention will be apparent from the attached drawings, in
which like reference characters designate the same or
similar parts throughout the figures, and in which:

Fig. 1 is a graph of a seradyne waveform of a con-
ventional DC baseline offset.

Fig. 2A is a graph of the vessel wall offset contour
of one contour scan waveform.

Fig. 2B is the normal (constant offset) scanning wave
of ΔLR.

Fig. 2C a graph of the superimposition of the contour
ΔL of Fig. 2A onto the seradyne waveform of Fig. 2B.

Fig. 2D is the compensated reference arm scan over
a period of two axial scans e1 and e2.

Fig. 3A is a graph of the scan depth control.

Fig. 3B is a cross-sectional representation of the lu-
men and the scan range of Fig. 3A.

Fig. 3C is an image of the cross section of an actual
scan.

Fig. 4 is a comparison of the traditional OCT image
window and a window using the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a graph of the initial offset and Δz the useful
scan range.

Fig. 6 is a graph of the modified galvanometric wave-
form mapped to conform the reference arm delay to
the tissue surface contour.

Figs. 7A-C show successive delay scan lines of the
reference arm.

Fig. 8A shows the Δx versus ΔL.

Fig. 8B shows time versus LR.

Fig. 9 shows a flow diagram of the algorithm accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 10 shows four possible hits of signal threshold
strength and potential tissue surface boundary.

Fig. 11 shows a scan line.

Fig. 12 shows the array of the output/storage of the
galvanometric waveform to computer memory.

Fig. 13A shows the old and Fig. 13B new window
attainable from block 28 of Fig. 9.

Fig. 14 shows a flow diagram for an alternative em-
bodiment of the present invention providing an auto-
focus algorithm.

Fig. 15 shows an algorithm for confocal parameter
adjustment during confocal microscopy analysis.

Fig. 16 shows a schematic of an apparatus according
to one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 17 shows a schematic of the delay line.

Fig. 18 is a schematic diagram of an alternative sys-
tem in which the delay line is created by a mirror 84
is reciprocatingly mounted on a linear translator 85.

Fig. 19 is a schematic diagram showing a further
alternative system in which a drum 65 controlled by
a computer 25.

Fig. 20 illustrates an alternative using an acousto-
optic modulator.

Fig. 21 shows a catheter according to the present
invention.

Fig. 22 shows a detail of a catheter according to one
embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 22A shows an inset of Fig. 22 illustrating the
movement of the lens with respect to the fiber tip.

Fig. 23 is a detail of a catheter design incorporating
a balloon or an expansion chamber to control lens-
fiber distance offset.

Fig. 24 shows a schematic view of a system for
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changing focus.

Fig. 25 shows a schematic view of an alternative
embodiment system where the fiber-lens separation
is fixed and the separation between the lens and the
reflector/prism is changed.

Fig. 26 shows a schematic view of a system where
the gap between the fiber and a compound lens com-
posed of multiple elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

OFFSET AND SCAN DEPTH CONTROL

[0014] Fig. 1 is a graph of a seradyne waveform of a
conventional DC baseline offset, where LR is the refer-
ence arm optical delay distance offset and t is time (e.g.,
0-20kHz). One scan image length is shown as "e1" and
a second is shown as "e2". The peak-to-peak amplitude
is called the AC component.
[0015] Fig. 2A shows a graph of the vessel wall offset
contour of one contour scan waveform where the x-axis
is time and the y-axis is ΔL. Fig. 2B shows the normal
(constant offset) scanning wave of ΔLR which is a sera-
dyne wave and is shown in where each period is a single
scan image (shown as bracketed Axial Scan 1 having a
scan image length of el and Axial Scan 2 having a scan
image length of e2). In a given contour there can be some-
where in the range of 250-500 seradyne scans. Fig. 2A
shows the offset correction for a period of a single scan.
Optical delay (ΔL) is calculated as 

where ΔLS is the distance of the sample arm to the tissue
surface and ΔLR is the optical path of the reference arm.
[0016] Fig. 2C shows the superimposition of the con-
tour ΔL of Fig. 2A onto the seradyne waveform of Fig.
2B. "A" is the start gate; "B" is the tissue or vessel surface;
"C" is the inside tissue; "D" is the end gate; and "e" is the
waveform period. Fig. 2D shows the compensated ref-
erence arm scan over a period of two axial scans e1 and
e2. A small image window is desirable to reduce signal
to noise level. The scan is started at offset "a" (start gate)
which is slightly away from the vessel surface so that the
vessel surface is at the top of the scan. This is useful in
establishing the initial scan offset (starting measurement)
for determination of the algorithm (as discussed in detail
below). The difference between "b" and "a", expressed
as b-a, is the deadspace between the outside and the
vessel surface, b-c is the area inside the vessel surface.
The image window of Fig. 2C can be expressed as d-a.
[0017] Fig. 3A is a graph of the scan depth control. Fig.
3B is a cross-sectional representation of the lumen and
the scan range of Fig. 3A. The innermost circle is the

catheter 1, the next circle outward is the vessel lumen 2,
the next circle outward is the blood vessel wall 3, and the
maximum scan range is indicated at 4. The "+" in a circle
area is the useful scan range; the - (minus sign) in a circle
is beyond the useful scan range. Fig. 3C is an image of
the cross section of an actual scan.
[0018] Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the traditional
OCT image window, shown as a square labeled 5 (in
solid line) and a window obtainable using the algorithm
of the present invention where the image window labeled
as 6 (in dashed line). The smaller window 6 has much
higher signal to noise ratio and therefore provides signif-
icantly increased sensitivity, resulting in an improved im-
age quality.
[0019] With previous OCT, the scan waveform has a
constant AC component and a fixed DC, or slowly varying
component,. With the present invention the AC compo-
nent of the waveform as well as the DC component vary
with the feedback from the algorithm. See Fig. 5: "D", the
initial offset and Δz the useful scan range is observed to
determine how to modify the waveform for the next scan.
Fig. 6 is a graph of the modified galvanometric waveform
mapped to conform the reference arm delay to the tissue
surface contour.
[0020] Figs. 7A-C show successive delay scan lines
of the reference arm. Fig. 7A1 and 7A2 shows amplitude
a1 and Δz1. Fig. 7B1 and 7B2 show amplitude a2 = 2 x
a1 and Δz2 = 2 x Δz1. Fig. 7C1 and 7C2 show amplitude
a3 = 0.5 x a1 and Δz3 = 0.5 x Δz1. The longer the range
(Δz), the greater the delay in the reference arm.
[0021] Fig. 8A shows Δx versus ΔL. Fig. 8B shows time
versus LR. As the determined scan range increases, the
galvanometric reference arm AC component also in-
creases. The DC offset follows the curve representing
the tissue surface contour, as in Fig. 8B. Note that Scan
1, Scan 2, etc., of Fig. 8A maps onto Scan 1 and Scan
2 of Fig. 8B. Successive scans 3, 4, ... N are adjusted
for tissue surface offset and optimal scan range in a sim-
ilar manner. Examination of the data in the present scan
line (axial scan) or scan lines determines the offset to the
tissue surface and the optimal coherence gate for the
following N scan lines. In this manner, real-time dynamic
feedback is provided and enables imaging of irregular
tissue contours with an optimal sensitivity.

METHOD

[0022] Fig. 9 shows a flow diagram of the algorithm
according to one embodiment of the present invention.
A first scan line is taken at block 10 sufficient to find the
tissue surface "S" at block 12 at a relatively large scan
range (block 14) (for example, about 3-10 mm, although
other ranges can be used as appropriate). To find the
surface one of at least three methods can be used. The
first method is to use the adaptive threshold ("T"). The
second method uses the first derivative dI(z)/dz=D1. The
third method uses the second derivate zero crossing:
d2I(z)/dz2 = D2.
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[0023] There are several rules A, B, and C involved.
For the first method rule "A" is: if I(z1)>T, then S= z1. For
the second method, rule "B" is: if dI(z2)/dz>T, then = z2S.
For the third method, rule "C" is: if d2I(z3)/dz2=0, then =
z3S. Note, I(z) may need to be filtered to remove noise
before doing the derivatives and reduce the introduction
of preprocessing spikes. Such filtration may be achieved
using any of a number of filters known to those skilled in
the art, including, but not limited to, linear blur, Gaussian,
windows, low pass filters, convolution, morphology, and
the like. If the surface is not found, repeat block 10, but
change the range offset based on the results at block 12.
For example, if there is no signal, the offset and range
may be altered in a random manner. If there is a signal
but it is weak and did not exceed an adaptive threshold,
the offset is adjusted (i.e., move the S and gate toward
the signal and try again). That offset is made based on
the intensity of reflect light detected by the detector.
[0024] There could be a potential problem at block 12
if the sheath plus internal reflections is catheter based,
or signal based, where the highest signal is inside the
tissue. In such a case there may be more than one loca-
tion "z" which has the derivatives >T.
[0025] In such cases the rules A, B, and C above are
parsed to determine which corresponds to tissue surfac-
es. Fig. 10 shows four possible hits. There is only one
that corresponds to the tissue surface, ε is a small incre-
ment. Peak "A" shows an isolated hit where there is no
appreciable signal on either side of the peak; therefore,
for zA-ε < zA < zA + ε, there is I(zA6ε) << I(z). Peak "B"
shows a peak where there is no signal before (i.e., to the
left) but there is signal after (i.e., to the right); therefore,
for zB-ε < zB there is I(zB-ε) << I(zB) and I(zB) ≈ I(zB+ε).
Stated differently, Fig. 10 shows four cases where the
signal (image data) threshold is exceeded. Peak "A" has
no signal before or after it (i.e., within the next pixel, in-
crement or ε) it (sometimes referred to as above (z0) or
below (zmax)); therefore, it is discounted. Peak "D" is dis-
counted for the same reason/rule: it has no signal before
or after it. For peak "C" there is signal before it and after
it, therefore it cannot be at the surface. For peak "B" there
is signal after it, but not before it. Therefore, peak "B"
indicates the start of the tissue surface boundary.
[0026] Referring back to block 14 there is now a fixed
range, typically larger than desired for the first line. Fig.
11 shows a scan line. The optimal scan range R is what
is to be determined. First, the curve is smoothed (see
methods mentioned above). Then, second, go out to a
large z where there clearly is no signal; i.e., find where
I(zmax) = noise. This can be verified by finding where the
standard deviation of (I(z6ε)) is low. Third, decrease z
(i.e., move z towards S) until I(z) starts to increase again;
i.e., I(z’) > I(zmax) and where R=z’-S.
[0027] Another method of achieving a similar result is
to first smooth and take the derivative of the curve and
find out where d(I(z’))/dz = 0 and therefore R=z’-S.
[0028] Other statistical methods are possible. A basic
operating parameter is that one wants minimal signal out-

side of and as much signal as possible inside of the scan
range R. This can be achieved by zeroth order, first de-
rivative, second derivative, probability distribution func-
tions statistics (e.g., standard deviation), fitting to expo-
nential and other standard data analysis procedures
known in the art.
[0029] Spikes in noise, but which are artifacts which
could be counted in a signal solution can be a potential
problem. One can use filters (median, ordered, adaptive,
closing, dilitation or other filter known in the art) to elim-
inate spikes caused by out of range artifacts.
[0030] Referring back to Fig. 9, the reference arm delay
waveform is modified at block 16. There is a known 1:1
relationship between data acquired by the computer and
reference arm position. S and R can be used to modify
the waveform controlling the optical delay line. S and R
now need to be inserted into an equation which controls
the galvanometric waveform. Thus G(t) = f(S,R,t), where
G(t) is the galvanometric waveform and f is a function.
This G(t) is sent digitally or analog to the galvanometric
waveform. Fig. 12 shows the array of the output/storage
of the galvanometric waveform to computer memory
block 20 and which goes to remapping at block 28, where
"N" is the number of axial scans per image. This S,R
array indicates how to remap the data into real space
again for block 28 (of Fig. 9).
[0031] Fig. 13A shows the old and Fig. 14B shows the
new window attainable from block 28 (refer back to Fig.
9 and accompanying description of reference letters).
I(x,z) are inserted into a remapping function with the in-
puts being an array of S, R to create the remapped image
of block 28. For every line, x, there are different elements,
S and R, in the array (i.e., S0 corresponds to I(x0,z) and
z is continuous. This relates to the distance between the
probe and the chosen range.
[0032] Remapping (block 28 of Fig. 9) is preferably
done after each scan. For storage, the image is rema-
pped after acquisition. For display, remapping is done
interactively. Add each S that is known for each of the
scan lines (the vertical bars) to the data and the contour
is remapped. S is added to the offset of the image. In
other words, shifting the data for any given exposition by
S. Each vertical bar gets (axial scan) remapped (shifted)
based on their respective S value. For example, is the z
values in x1 are offset by S1.
[0033] There are multiple different equations possible
for remapping, examples of which are shown below: 
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where n identifies a specific axial scan and where n is
close to where mapping is occurring.
[0034] One is thus using array R,S to redisplay/remap
the image. This is the most efficient way of storing the
remapped image. S can be stored + Iacq(z) and recon-
structed offline. Or, S + Iacq(z) can be reconstructed dy-
namically or interactively.
[0035] The output is sent to the reference arm at block
18 and also saved in the computer at block 20. If the
image is not done at block 22, the next scan line is taken
at block 24 by cycling back repeatedly to block 12 until
the image is acquired. If the image is done, then the image
is remapped at block 28 using the surface S information
and the modified reference arm delay waveform stored
and recalled from the computer memory from block 20.
The image is then saved or displayed at block 30. If no
other image at block 32 is to be taken, the process is
done at block 40.
[0036] Optionally, if another image is to be taken at
block 32, then the algorithm queries at block 34 whether
a new location is taken. If yes, then at line 36 the first
scan line is taken back at block 10. If no image is scanned
at line 38, then the next surface location S is found at
block 12.

AUTOFOCUS

[0037] In an alternative embodiment the present inven-
tion can be used in an autofocus mode. Fig. 14 shows a
flow diagram for an autofocus algorithm.
[0038] If Sn and Rn are known, then an optimal focal
length is also known and the optimal spot size and con-
focal parameters can be calculated. If some function "g"
is applied to the catheter which causes a change in focus
by zf, and which occurs at pixel "n" where one knows Sn,
then all one needs to know is, if one is at Sk then one
can calculate how g changes as (Sk-Sn). Therefore, for
a given n, one knows what one has to do to the catheter
to obtain a focus of zf(n). Sn is also known. So, Sn+1
creates g(n+1) for all n. In other words, S allows one to
adjust the focus so that it is optimally present within or
at the surface of the tissue. R allows one to adjust the
confocal parameter so that the spot size is minimized
over the optimal scan range. These alterations of the
catheter are performed in real-time, using dynamic feed-
back obtained from the image. These enhancements en-
able optimal imaging of the tissue under investigation.
[0039] A key feature of the present invention is that
one can calculate where to move the focus if one position
is known. One does not have to iteratively modify the
focus until it is optimized each time, only once, and, once
S is calculated, modify focus thereafter using the previ-
ous or present S of the scan. The present invention allows
imaging of tissue with an irregular surface and keeping
substantially the entire image in view. Moreover, the scan
range is decreased so as to only include useful image
information, therefore decreasing the bandwidth of the
signal and increasing the image sensitivity of even pos-

sibly up to some 3-5 times. The sensitivity increase may
be implemented by decreasing the bandwidth of the filter
used reject noise while performing heterodyne or lock-in
detection. This filter bandwidth may be adjusted dynam-
ically by using diode switched capacitor arrays. Increas-
ing sensitivity is equivalent to increasing speed while
keeping accuracy. This is important in cardiovascular
system imaging. Further, increasing speed decreases
motion artifacts from heartbeat and blood pressure with
concomitant lumen expansion and accompanying mod-
ulation of the arm-sample distance. Autofocus enables
one to place the optimal focus on the tissue for every
scan position in a rapid manner, thus leading to sharper
images. The present invention also has the advantage
of compensating for probe length variation.
[0040] The present invention provides a time delay
scanning unit as described herein. The present invention
also provides a focus adjusting mechanism for an optical
scanning system. The present invention also provides a
method of time delay scanning to more accurately deter-
mine probe to tissue surface distance variations due to
surface topography and probe length/design.

CONFOCAL PARAMETER

[0041] Fig. 15 shows an algorithm for confocal param-
eter adjustment during confocal microscopy analysis.
The confocal parameter is optimized to R, the optimal
scan gate range. After the first scan line is taken at block
210, the optimal grating range R (as previously described
hereinabove) is determined, block 212. The optimal con-
focal parameter 2zR is calculated at block 214. Then the
catheter confocal parameter is modified at block 216 for
some 2zc>(R+ε). If the image is not done at block 218,
go to the next scan line 220. If the scan is done, end at
block 222. 2zR = (2πω0

2)/λ, where ω0 is the beam radius;
λ is wavelength, and 2zR is the confocal parameter.

APPARATUS

[0042] Fig. 16 shows a schematic of an apparatus ac-
cording to one embodiment of the present invention. The
basic description of this and the subsequent drawings is
found in Ozawa et al., U.S. Patent No. 6,069,698. The
basic description of the relevant parts of Fig. 16 corre-
sponds to Figure 1 of Ozawa et al.
[0043] Fig. 17 shows a schematic of the delay line. The
galvanometer is a motor that attaches to the mirror and
actuates partial tilt/rotation of the mirror. Only one delay
is necessary, although more than one delay line is pos-
sible. Alternatively, one can use a diffraction grating hav-
ing a period which changes as a function of time to make
the mirror fixed and not rotating. Simple, blazed, or other
grating known to those of ordinary skill in the art, can be
used. The grating sends different wavelengths to a lens
and a galvanometric scanning mirror which alters the op-
tical delay in the reference arm as a function of mirror
angle.
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[0044] Fig. 18 is a schematic diagram of an alternative
system in which the delay line is created by a mirror 84
is reciprocatingly mounted on a linear translator 85 which
is controlled by a motor/driving unit 86 and 87. A descrip-
tion of basic components Fig. 18 is found in the specifi-
cation corresponding to Figure 11 of Ozawa et al. The
mirror 84 oscillates at a certain rate. According to the
present invention, the algorithms would have the mirror
84 scan back and forth and gradually shifts its translation
over time to track the surface of the tissue. Each time the
mirror 84 scans, it is called one scan or one axis of prob-
ing.
[0045] Fig. 19 (similar to Figure 6 of Ozawa et al.) is a
schematic diagram showing a further alternative system
in which a drum 65 controlled by a computer 25. Small
changes to the diameter of the drum, induced by piezo-
electrics, stretch the thin fibers wound around the drum.
The increased fiber length contributes a delay line.
[0046] Fig. 20 illustrates an alternative using an acou-
sto-optic modulator 153 is a computer controlled diffrac-
tion grating where the periodicity of the grating can be
changed based on the frequency to the acousto-optic
modulator.
[0047] Fig. 21 shows a catheter according to the
present invention, and is a modification of Figure 4 of
Ozawa et al.
[0048] Fig. 22 shows a detail of a catheter according
to one embodiment of the present invention. The design
is based on Figure 4 of Ozawa et al. Fig. 22A (a detail of
Fig. 21) shows the distal end of the catheter having an
optical fiber fixed into block 49, which fixes the fiber to
the spring. Instead of a fixed block 49 the present inven-
tion uses a block which can have its length altered. In
one embodiment, the block is a piezoelectric transducer
("piezo") 49A connected by a wire 49B. The voltage
changes the length of the piezo 49A and therefore chang-
es the separation (the gap) between the lens 56 and the
tip of the optical fiber. Movement of the lens with respect
to the fiber tip is shown in the inset Fig. 22A. 58 is the
output beam. 58a is the output beam at piezo voltage Va
and 58b is the output beam at piezo voltage Vb.
[0049] There are alternative ways to controllably
change the distance between the lens and the fiber tip.
One way is by using a balloon or an expansion chamber
instead of the piezo 49. Instead of the wire 49B there is
an air or hydraulic capillary 49C extending in the catheter
8. See Fig. 23, where 58a is the output beam at air or
fluid pressure Pa and 58b is the output beam at pressure
Pb.
[0050] Figs. 24 and 25 are two general ways to trans-
late a focus. Fig. 24 shows a schematic view of a system
which illustrates that as the distance between the fiber
and the lens changes, the location of the focus changes.
For object distance di the focus is shown as a solid ray
tracing line. For distance d2 the focus is shown as the
dashed ray tracing line. The relationship between dis-
tance and focal length is 1/d + 1/i= 1/f, where"i"is the
image distance. Magnification M = i/d.

[0051] Fig. 25 shows a schematic view of a system
where the fiber-lens separation is fixed and the separa-
tion between the lens and the reflector/prism is changed.
In this embodiment, the light beam at distance dl has a
different focal point than the light beam at distance d2.
The translation can be achieved by any of the mecha-
nisms described above.
[0052] Fig. 26 shows a schematic view of a system
where the gap between the fiber and a compound lens
composed of multiple elements is fixed and, e. g., the
gap between the lens and the reflector is fixed, but the
relative separation of the gap between individual lens
elements changes. An alternative embodiment utilizes a
lens having a flexible cover and filled with an optically
transparent fluid (e. g., saline, oil), gas or other sub-
stance. As the fluid composition, flexible cover shape or
the like is changed, the focal length also changes.
[0053] According to a first aspect of the invention there
is provided a method of imaging a surface position with
respect to a reference point with real time feedback and
correction, comprising: a. obtaining a first scan line; b.
finding a surface location"S"; c. finding an optimal scan
range"R"; d. saving said optimal scan range data in a
memory storage device; e. modifying a reference arm
delay waveform to provide an output; f. saving said output
data of said waveform in a memory storage device; g.
outputting said output to a reference arm; h. querying
whether said image is complete; i. moving to the next
scan line if said image is not complete or remapping said
image using said surface S data and said waveform data
stored in said memory storage device if said image is
complete; j. saving or displaying said image.
[0054] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
first aspect of the invention there is provided a method
of imaging, further comprising step k. obtaining an addi-
tional scan line where an additional image is to be taken
and repeating steps a. through j.
[0055] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
first aspect of the invention there is provided a method
of imaging, wherein the remapping of step i. is done ac-
cording to the equation I(xn,z)=Iacq(xn,z-Sn) where n iden-
tifies a specific axial scan and where n is close to where
mapping is occurring, x is axial scan transverse location,
z is the depth location in the scan, Iacq is the acquired
image intensity, and Sn is the surface distance for scan n.
[0056] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
first aspect of the invention there is provided a method
of imaging, wherein the remapping of step i. is done ac-
cording to the equation (2) I (xn, z)=Iacq (xn, z-Sn-1) where
n identifies a specific axial scan and where n is close to
where mapping is occurring, x is axial scan transverse
location, z is the depth location in the scan, Iacq is the
acquired image intensity, and Sn is the surface distance
for scan n.
[0057] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
first aspect of the invention there is provided a method
of imaging, wherein the remapping of step i. is done ac-
cording to the equation I(xn,z)=Iacq(xn,z-Sn+1) where n
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identifies a specific axial scan and where n is close to
where mapping is occurring, x is axial scan transverse
location, z is the depth location in the scan, Iacq is the
acquired image intensity, and Sn is the surface distance
for scan n.
[0058] According to a second aspect of the invention
there is provided a method of imaging a surface position
with respect to a reference point with real time feedback
and correction in an autofocus mode using an imaging
catheter, comprising : a. obtaining a first scan line; b.
finding a surface location"S" ; c. modifying a sample arm
focus for some z > (S+ε), z is a variable describing depth
and ε is a pixel or increment; d. checking a signal I (z) at
z=S+ε ; and, e, modifying said sample arm focus if I(z)
is not optimized or moving to the next scan line if I(z) is
optimized.
[0059] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
second aspect of the invention there is provided a method
of imaging, further comprising step f. moving to the next
scan line and repeating steps b. through e. if the image
is not complete.
[0060] According to a third aspect of the invention there
is provided a method of adjusting catheter based confo-
cal microscopy parameters, comprising: a. obtaining a
first scan line; b. determining the optimal scan range R;
c. calculating the optimal confocal parameter 2zR, where
2zR=2πω02/λ, and wo is the beam radius, λ is wave-
length, and 2zR is the confocal parameter; and d. modi-
fying said catheter confocal parameter for some 2ze >
(R+ε), where ε is a pixel or increment.
[0061] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
third aspect of the invention there is provided a method,
further comprising step e. moving to the next scan line
and repeating steps b. through e. if the image is not com-
plete.
[0062] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
third aspect of the invention there is provided a method,
wherein R is calculated by the steps comprising: a.
smoothing a curve containing scan data; b. selecting a
large point z where there is substantially zero signal
(where I(zmax) = noise) ; and c. decreasing z until I(z’) >
I(zmax) and where R=z’-S.
[0063] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
third aspect of the invention there is provided a method,
wherein R is calculated by the steps comprising: a.
smoothing a curve containing scan data; b. obtaining the
derivative of the curve; and, c. determining where d
(I(z’))/dz = 0 and R=z’-S.
[0064] According to a fourth aspect of the invention
there is provided an optical imaging apparatus for imag-
ing a sample surface, comprising: a. a light source to
generate a low coherence light beam; b. an optical probe;
c. a coupler detachably connectable to said optical probe
by means of an optical connector and which allows the
reflected sample beam and a reference beam containing
the low coherence light beam to interfere with each other;
d. a detector for detecting said interference; e. an image
signal generator to generate image signals on the basis

of signals detected by the detector; and, f. means for
imparting a reference beam transmission time delay.
[0065] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided a appa-
ratus, wherein said means for imparting a reference
beam transmission time delay comprises a mirror capa-
ble of at least partially tilting and rotating on an axis and
a galvanometer to actuate tilting and rotating of said mir-
ror.
[0066] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided a appa-
ratus, wherein said galvanometer angularly deflects said
mirror in proportion to applied voltage.
[0067] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
ratus, wherein the applied voltage is determined by a
drive wave comprising a triangle or seradyne wave which
tracks the distance from the probe to said surface being
imaged.
[0068] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
ratus, wherein said angular deflection of said mirror is
done at high frequency to achieve depth scanning and
is also done with a superimposed offset which corre-
sponds to the distance between said probe and said sur-
face.
[0069] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
ratus, wherein said time delay is done in real time.
[0070] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
ratus, wherein said means for imparting a reference
beam transmission time delay comprises a diffraction
grating having a period which changes as a function of
time.
[0071] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
ratus, wherein said diffraction grating is simple.
[0072] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
ratus, wherein said diffraction grating is blazed.
[0073] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
ratus, wherein said means for imparting a reference
beam transmission time delay comprises a mirror recip-
rocatingly mounted on a linear translator controlled by a
motor.
[0074] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
ratus, wherein said means for imparting a reference
beam transmission time delay comprises a drum having
at least one optically transmissive fiber wound around
said drum and a piezoelectric unit associated with said
drum for altering the diameter of said drum in response
to a signal from a computer so as to stretch or relax said
fiber.
[0075] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
fourth aspect of the invention there is provided an appa-
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ratus, wherein said means for imparting a reference
beam transmission time delay comprises a diffraction
grating controlled by a computer whereby the periodicity
of the grating can be altered based on the frequency of
an acousto-optic modulator associated with said diffrac-
tion grating.
[0076] According to a fith aspect of the invention there
is provided an imaging probe, comprising: a. a housing;
b. an optical fiber having a tip, said optical fiber being at
least partially disposed within said housing; c. a lens fix-
edly associated with said housing in proximity to said
fiber tip; d. a prism associated with said lens; e. means
for rotating said prism; f. a piezoelectric transducer to
which said fiber is associated; g. an electrically conduc-
tive wire; and, h. means for actuating said transducer so
as to alter the length of said transducer so as to alter the
distance between said optical fiber tip and said lens.
[0077] According to a sixth aspect of the invention
there is provided an imaging probe, comprising: a. a
housing; b. an optical fiber having a tip, said optical fiber
being at least partially disposed within said housing; c. a
lens fixedly associated with said housing in proximity to
said fiber tip; d. a prism associated with said lens; e.
means for rotating said prism; f. an expandable member;
and g. a tube in communication with said expandable
member for delivering a gas or fluid to said expandable
member so as to controllably alter the distance between
said fiber tip and said lens.
[0078] According to a seventh aspect of the invention
there is provided an imaging probe, comprising: a. a
housing; b. an optical fiber having a tip, said optical fiber
being at least partially disposed within said housing; c. a
lens disposed within said housing in proximity to said
fiber tip; d. a prism associated with said lens; e. means
for rotating said prism; f. a piezoelectric transducer to
which said lens is associated; g. an electrically conduc-
tive wire; and, h. means for actuating said transducer so
as to alter the length of said transducer and alter the
distance between said prism and said lens.
[0079] According to an eighth aspect of the invention
there is provided an imaging probe, comprising: a. a
housing; b. an optical fiber having a tip, said optical fiber
being at least partially disposed within said housing; c. a
plurality of lens elements disposed within said housing
in proximity to said fiber tip; d. a prism associated with
said lens; e. means for rotating said prism; f. means for
altering overall focal length of said plurality of lens ele-
ments.
[0080] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
eighth aspect of the invention there is provided an imag-
ing probe, wherein said focal length altering means com-
prises a means for altering the relative distance between
at least two of said plurality of lens elements.
[0081] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
eighth aspect of the invention there is provided an imag-
ing probe, wherein said plurality of lens elements com-
prises at least one flexible lens shell containing a fluid or
semi-fluid.

[0082] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
eighth aspect of the invention there is provided an imag-
ing probe, wherein said fluid or semi-fluid changes re-
fractive index in response to a signal.
[0083] It will be understood that the terms "a" and "an"
as used herein are not intended to mean only "one," but
may also mean a number greater than "one". While the
invention has been described in connection with certain
embodiments, it is not intended to limit the scope of the
invention to the particular forms set forth, but, on the con-
trary, it is intended to cover such alternatives, modifica-
tions, and equivalents as may be included within the
scope of-the invention as defined by the appended
claims.

Claims

1. An apparatus for obtaining optical coherent tomog-
raphy (OCT) information associated with at least one
sample, the apparatus comprising a sample arm and
a reference arm;
wherein the apparatus is configured to acquire a plu-
rality of axial scan lines,
wherein the apparatus is further configured so that
the acquisition of a first one of the axial scan lines
comprises receiving at least one first electromagnet-
ic radiation from the at least one sample using the
sample arm and at least one second electromagnetic
radiation from a reference using the reference arm;
and
wherein the apparatus further comprises:

a detector for detecting an interference between
the first and the second radiation; and
determining means, configured to determine,
based on scan data of the first axial scan line, a
maximum depth of a scan range of the first axial
scan line,
wherein the apparatus is further configured to
scan, as a function of the determined maximum
depth and for acquiring a second one of the axial
scan lines, a range of an OCT electromagnetic
radiation path length of the delay line through
which an OCT third electromagnetic radiation is
transmitted;
wherein the third electromagnetic radiation is:

i. at least one of transmitted to or received
from the at least one sample using the sam-
ple arm, or
ii. at least one of transmitted to or received
from the reference using the reference arm.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
maximum depth is a depth, where a signal of the first
axial scan line, represented by the scan data, gets
greater than noise with decreasing depth.
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3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the ap-
paratus is configured so that the determining of the
maximum depth comprises smoothing a signal of the
first scan line, taking a derivative of the smoothed
signal and determining the maximum depth as a
depth, where the the derivative is zero.

4. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the ax-
ial scan lines are axial scan lines of a common image.

5. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the de-
termining means is further configured to (i) determine
a distance of the sample arm from at least one portion
of the at least one sample based on the scan data
of the first axial scan line, and to (ii) control, as a
function of the distance, the electromagnetic radia-
tion path length.

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the at
least one portion is a surface of the at least one sam-
ple.

7. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the de-
termining means is configured to determine the dis-
tance using at least one of a zero-th order procedure,
a first derivative procedure, a second derivative pro-
cedure, a determination of a probability distribution
function statistics or a fitting procedure.

8. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the de-
termining means (i) is configured to obtain informa-
tion associated with the at least one sample and as-
sociated with the controlled electromagnetic radia-
tion path length, and (ii) is further configured to gen-
erate at least one image of the at least one portion
as a function of the information.

9. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the at
least one sample includes an anatomical structure.

10. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the de-
termining means is configured to scan the electro-
magnetic radiation path length while an image of the
at least one portion of the at least one sample is
generated.

11. A method for obtaining optical coherent tomography
(OCT) information associated with at least one sam-
ple using a sample arm and a reference arm, the
method comprising:

acquiring a plurality of axial scan lines;
wherein the acquiring of a first one of the axial
scan lines comprises receiving at least one first
electromagnetic radiation from the at least one
sample using the sample arm and at least one
second electromagnetic radiation from a refer-
ence using the reference arm;

detecting, using a detector, an interference be-
tween the first and the second radiation;
determining, based on scan data of the first axial
scan line, a maximum depth of a scan range of
the first axial scan line; and
scanning, as a function of the determined max-
imum depth and for acquiring a second one of
the axial scan lines, a range of an electromag-
netic radiation path length of a delay line of the
apparatus through which an OCT third electro-
magnetic radiation is transmitted,
wherein the third electromagnetic radiation is:

i. at least one of transmitted to or received
from the at least one sample using the sam-
ple arm, or
ii. at least one of transmitted to or received
from the reference using the reference arm.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zum Erhalten von optischen Kohärenz-
Tomographie (optical coherent tomography, OCT)
Informationen, die mindestens einer Probe zugeord-
net sind, wobei die Vorrichtung einen Probenarm
und einen Referenzarm umfasst;
wobei die Vorrichtung eingerichtet ist, eine Vielzahl
von axialen Scanlinien zu erfassen,
wobei die Vorrichtung ferner derart eingerichtet ist,
dass das Erfassen einer ersten der axialen Scanli-
nien ein Empfangen mindestens einer ersten elek-
tromagnetischen Strahlung von der mindestens ei-
nen Probe unter Benutzung des Probenarms und
mindestens einer zweiten elektromagnetischen
Strahlung von einer Referenz unter Benutzung des
Referenzarms umfasst; und
wobei die Vorrichtung ferner umfasst:

einen Detektor zum Detektieren einer Interfe-
renz zwischen der ersten und der zweiten Strah-
lung; und
ein Bestimmungsmittel, das eingerichtet ist, ba-
sierend auf Scandaten der ersten axialen Scan-
linie eine maximale Tiefe eines Scanbereichs
der ersten axialen Scanlinie zu bestimmen,
wobei die Vorrichtung ferner eingerichtet ist, als
eine Funktion der bestimmten maximalen Tiefe
und zum Erfassen einer zweiten der axialen Sc-
anlinien einen Bereich einer OCT-elektromag-
netischen Strahlungspfadlänge der Verzöge-
rungslinie durch die eine dritte OCT elektroma-
gnetische Strahlung übertragen wird, zu scan-
nen;
wobei die dritte elektromagnetische Strahlung:

I. unter Benutzung des Probenarms zumin-
dest zu der zumindest einen Probe übertra-
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gen wird oder von der zumindest einen Pro-
be empfangen wird, oder
II. unter Benutzung des Referenzarms zu-
mindest zu der Referenz übertragen wird
oder von der Referenz empfangen wird.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die maximale
Tiefe eine Tiefe ist, bei der ein Signal der ersten axi-
alen Scanlinie, dargestellt durch die Scandaten, mit
abnehmender Tiefe größer wird als Rauschen.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vorrichtung
derart eingerichtet ist, dass das Bestimmung der ma-
ximalen Tiefe ein Glätten eines Signals der ersten
Scanlinie, ein Ableiten des geglätteten Signals und
ein Bestimmen der maximalen Tiefe als eine Tiefe,
bei der die Ableitung Null ist, umfasst.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die axialen Sc-
anlinien axiale Abtastlinien eines gemeinsamen Bil-
des sind.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestim-
mungsmittel ferner eingerichtet ist, (i) einen Abstand
des Probenarms von mindestens einem Abschnitt
der mindestens einen Probe basierend auf den
Scandaten der ersten axialen Scanlinie zu bestim-
men, und (ii) die elektromagnetische Strahlungs-
pfadlänge als Funktion des Abstands zu steuern.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei der mindestens
eine Abschnitt eine Oberfläche der mindestens ei-
nen Probe ist.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Bestim-
mungsmittel eingerichtet ist, den Abstand unter Be-
nutzung mindestens eines Verfahrens nullter Ord-
nung, eines Verfahrens erster Ableitung, eines Ver-
fahrens zweiter Ableitung, einer Bestimmung einer
Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungsfunktionsstatistik
oder eines Fittingverfahrens zu bestimmen.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestim-
mungsmittel (i) eingerichtet ist, Informationen zu er-
halten, die der mindestens einen Probe zugeordnet
sind und der gesteuerten elektromagnetischen
Strahlungspfadlänge zugeordnet sind, und (ii) ferner
eingerichtet ist, mindestens ein Bild des mindestens
einen Abschnitts als eine Funktion der Informationen
zu erzeugen.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die mindestens
eine Probe eine anatomische Struktur aufweist.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestim-
mungsmittel eingerichtet ist, die elektromagnetische
Strahlungspfadlänge zu scannen, während ein Bild
des mindestens einen Abschnitts der mindestens ei-

nen Probe erzeugt wird.

11. Verfahren zum Erhalten von optischen Kohärenz-
Tomographie (optical coherent tomography, OCT)
Informationen, die mindestens einer Probe zugeord-
net sind, unter Benutzung eines Probenarms und
eines Referenzarms, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Erfassen einer Vielzahl von axialen Scanlinien;
wobei das Erfassen einer ersten der axialen Sc-
anlinien das Empfangen mindestens einer ers-
ten elektromagnetischen Strahlung von der min-
destens einen Probe unter Benutzung des Pro-
benarms und mindestens einer zweiten elektro-
magnetischen Strahlung von einer Referenz un-
ter Benutzung des Referenzarms umfasst;
Detektieren einer Interferenz zwischen der ers-
ten und der zweiten Strahlung unter Benutzung
eines Detektors;
Bestimmen, basierend auf Scandaten der ers-
ten axialen Scanlinie, einer maximalen Tiefe ei-
nes Scanbereichs der ersten axialen Scanlinie;
und
Scannen, als eine Funktion der bestimmten ma-
ximalen Tiefe und zum Erfassen einer zweiten
der axialen Scanlinien, eines Bereichs einer
elektromagnetischen Strahlungspfadlänge ei-
ner Verzögerungslinie der Vorrichtung, durch
die eine dritte OCT elektromagnetische Strah-
lung übertragen wird,
wobei die dritte elektromagnetische Strahlung:

I. unter Benutzung des Probenarms zumin-
dest zu der zumindest einen Probe übertra-
gen wird oder von der zumindest einen Pro-
be empfangen wird, oder
II. unter Benutzung des Referenzarms zu-
mindest zu der Referenz übertragen wird
oder von der Referenz empfangen wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil permettant d’obtenir des informations de to-
mographie en cohérence optique (OCT, optical co-
herent tomography) associées à au moins un échan-
tillon, l’appareil comprenant un bras d’échantillon et
un bras de référence ; dans lequel l’appareil est con-
çu pour acquérir une pluralité de lignes de balayage
axial,
dans lequel l’appareil est conçu en outre de manière
que l’acquisition d’une première des lignes de ba-
layage axial comprenne la réception d’au moins un
premier rayonnement électromagnétique en prove-
nance de l’au moins un échantillon à l’aide du bras
d’échantillon et d’au moins un deuxième rayonne-
ment électromagnétique en provenance d’une réfé-
rence à l’aide du bras de référence ; et
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dans lequel l’appareil comprend en outre :

un détecteur permettant de détecter une inter-
férence entre les premier et deuxième
rayonnements ; et
un moyen de détermination, conçu pour déter-
miner, sur la base de données de balayage de
la première ligne de balayage axial, une profon-
deur maximale de plage de balayage de la pre-
mière ligne de balayage axial,
dans lequel l’appareil est conçu en outre pour
balayer, en fonction de la profondeur maximale
déterminée et pour acquérir une deuxième des
lignes de balayage axial, une plage de longueur
de trajet de rayonnement électromagnétique
d’OCT de la ligne à retard à travers laquelle est
émis un troisième rayonnement électromagné-
tique d’OCT ;
dans lequel le troisième rayonnement électro-
magnétique est :

i. émis vers l’au moins un échantillon et/ou
reçu en provenance de celui-ci, à l’aide du
bras d’échantillon, ou
ii. émis vers la référence et/ou reçu en pro-
venance de celle-ci, à l’aide du bras de ré-
férence.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la pro-
fondeur maximale est une profondeur à laquelle un
signal de la première ligne de balayage axial, repré-
senté par les données de balayage, devient supé-
rieur au bruit à mesure que la profondeur diminue.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’ap-
pareil est conçu de manière que la détermination de
la profondeur maximale comprenne le lissage d’un
signal de la première ligne de balayage, le calcul
d’une dérivée du signal lissé et la détermination de
la profondeur maximale en tant que profondeur à
laquelle la dérivée est nulle.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
lignes de balayage axial sont des lignes de balayage
axial d’une image commune.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
moyen de détermination est conçu en outre pour (i)
déterminer une distance du bras d’échantillon par
rapport à au moins une partie de l’au moins un
échantillon sur la base des données de balayage de
la première ligne de balayage axial, et pour (ii) con-
trôler, en fonction de la distance, la longueur de trajet
de rayonnement électromagnétique.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 5, dans lequel l’au
moins une partie est une surface de l’au moins un
échantillon.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le
moyen de détermination est conçu pour déterminer
la distance à l’aide d’une procédure d’ordre zéro
et/ou d’une procédure de première dérivée et/ou
d’une procédure de seconde dérivée et/ou d’une dé-
termination de statistiques de fonction de distribution
de probabilité et/ou d’une procédure d’ajustement.

8. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
moyen de détermination (i) est conçu pour obtenir
des informations associées à l’au moins un échan-
tillon et associées à la longueur de trajet de rayon-
nement électromagnétique contrôlée, et (ii) est con-
çu en outre pour produire au moins une image de
l’au moins une partie en fonction des informations.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’au
moins un échantillon inclut une structure anatomi-
que.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
moyen de détermination est conçu pour balayer la
longueur de trajet de rayonnement électromagnéti-
que tandis qu’une image de l’au moins une partie de
l’au moins un échantillon est produite.

11. Procédé permettant d’obtenir des informations de
tomographie en cohérence optique (OCT) associées
à au moins un échantillon, à l’aide d’un bras d’échan-
tillon et d’un bras de référence, le procédé compre-
nant les étapes suivantes :

acquérir une pluralité de lignes de balayage
axial ;
dans lequel l’acquisition d’une première des li-
gnes de balayage axial comprend la réception
d’au moins un premier rayonnement électroma-
gnétique en provenance de l’au moins un échan-
tillon à l’aide du bras d’échantillon et d’au moins
un deuxième rayonnement électromagnétique
en provenance d’une référence à l’aide du bras
de référence ;
détecter, à l’aide d’un détecteur, une interféren-
ce entre les premier et deuxième
rayonnements ;
déterminer, sur la base de données de balayage
de la première ligne de balayage axial, une pro-
fondeur maximale de plage de balayage de la
première ligne de balayage axial ; et
balayer, en fonction de la profondeur maximale
déterminée et pour acquérir une deuxième des
lignes de balayage axial, une plage de longueur
de trajet de rayonnement électromagnétique
d’une ligne à retard de l’appareil, à travers la-
quelle est émis un troisième rayonnement élec-
tromagnétique d’OCT,
dans lequel le troisième rayonnement électro-
magnétique est :
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i. émis vers l’au moins un échantillon et/ou
reçu en provenance de celui-ci, à l’aide du
bras d’échantillon, ou
ii. émis vers la référence et/ou reçu en pro-
venance de celle-ci, à l’aide du bras de ré-
férence.
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